
Product name : Floor drain grid URANO series square
Code : CNLUR1070ST005
Weight : 2 kg
Dimension (LxWxH) : 50 x 72 x 15 cm

DESCRIPTION

ABS floor drain with grid in stainless steel URANO collection modern design. Multifunctional
and basic product; many different grid models available, the covering ones match
harmoniously with the floor hiding completely the grid plastic holder.

 

Available versions: version square (1), version rectangular (2), version waves (3), version
fence (4), version grated (5), version line (7), version oblique (8).

 

FEATURES: MADE IN ITALY, ABS floor drain grids, grid in stainless steel, lenght 700 mm,
total hygiene, not affected by the use of aggressive cleaning products, overall height at floor
level 85 mm, inner slope directing water to the drain, avoiding stagnant smelly, 35 mm water
seal, water volume 42 lt/min, 

removable trap for cleaning and for periodic inspection, adjustable supports to ease the
installation, perimetric waterproof sheet that can be directly glued to tiles, 5 years warranty and
box single packed.

 

APPLICATIONS: Bathrooms in public places (bars, shopping malls, hospitals, nursing homes,
stations,barracks, prisons, etc.), showers in private bathrooms and hotels, showers in sports
halls and dressing rooms, wellness centres, spas, bathing, camping, saunas and steam baths,
indoor and outdoor pools, industrial kitchens, terraces and balconies, garages, driveways to
private homes, food and drink industries, pharmaceutical environments, chemical
environments, wine cellars.



Product name : Floor drain grid URANO series rectangular
Code : CNLUR2070ST005
Weight : 2 kg
Dimension (LxWxH) : 50 x 72 x 15 cm

DESCRIPTION

ABS floor drain with grid in stainless steel URANO collection modern design. Multifunctional
and basic product; many different grid models available, the covering ones match
harmoniously with the floor hiding completely the grid plastic holder.

 

Available versions: version square (1), version rectangular (2), version waves (3), version
fence (4), version grated (5), version line (7), version oblique (8).

 

FEATURES: MADE IN ITALY, ABS floor drain grids, grid in stainless steel, lenght 700 mm,
total hygiene, not affected by the use of aggressive cleaning products, overall height at floor
level 85 mm, inner slope directing water to the drain, avoiding stagnant smelly, 35 mm water
seal, water volume 42 lt/min, 

removable trap for cleaning and for periodic inspection, adjustable supports to ease the
installation, perimetric waterproof sheet that can be directly glued to tiles, 5 years warranty and
box single packed.

 

APPLICATIONS: Bathrooms in public places (bars, shopping malls, hospitals, nursing homes,
stations,barracks, prisons, etc.), showers in private bathrooms and hotels, showers in sports
halls and dressing rooms, wellness centres, spas, bathing, camping, saunas and steam baths,
indoor and outdoor pools, industrial kitchens, terraces and balconies, garages, driveways to
private homes, food and drink industries, pharmaceutical environments, chemical
environments, wine cellars.



Product name : Floor drain grid URANO series grated
Code : CNLUR5070ST005
Weight : 2 kg
Dimension (LxWxH) : 50 x 72 x 15 cm

DESCRIPTION

ABS floor drain with grid in stainless steel URANO collection modern design. Multifunctional
and basic product; many different grid models available, the covering ones match
harmoniously with the floor hiding completely the grid plastic holder.

 

Available versions: version square (1), version rectangular (2), version waves (3), version
fence (4), version grated (5), version line (7), version oblique (8).

 

FEATURES: MADE IN ITALY, ABS floor drain grids, grid in stainless steel, lenght 700 mm,
total hygiene, not affected by the use of aggressive cleaning products, overall height at floor
level 85 mm, inner slope directing water to the drain, avoiding stagnant smelly, 35 mm water
seal, water volume 42 lt/min, 

removable trap for cleaning and for periodic inspection, adjustable supports to ease the
installation, perimetric waterproof sheet that can be directly glued to tiles, 5 years warranty and
box single packed.

 

APPLICATIONS: Bathrooms in public places (bars, shopping malls, hospitals, nursing homes,
stations,barracks, prisons, etc.), showers in private bathrooms and hotels, showers in sports
halls and dressing rooms, wellness centres, spas, bathing, camping, saunas and steam baths,
indoor and outdoor pools, industrial kitchens, terraces and balconies, garages, driveways to
private homes, food and drink industries, pharmaceutical environments, chemical
environments, wine cellars.



Product name : Floor drain grid URANO series waves
Code : CNLUR3070ST005
Weight : 2 kg
Dimension (LxWxH) : 50 x 72 x 15 cm

DESCRIPTION

ABS floor drain with grid in stainless steel URANO collection modern design. Multifunctional
and basic product; many different grid models available, the covering ones match
harmoniously with the floor hiding completely the grid plastic holder.

 

Available versions: version square (1), version rectangular (2), version waves (3), version
fence (4), version grated (5), version line (7), version oblique (8).

 

FEATURES: MADE IN ITALY, ABS floor drain grids, grid in stainless steel, lenght 700 mm,
total hygiene, not affected by the use of aggressive cleaning products, overall height at floor
level 85 mm, inner slope directing water to the drain, avoiding stagnant smelly, 35 mm water
seal, water volume 42 lt/min, 

removable trap for cleaning and for periodic inspection, adjustable supports to ease the
installation, perimetric waterproof sheet that can be directly glued to tiles, 5 years warranty and
box single packed.

 

APPLICATIONS: Bathrooms in public places (bars, shopping malls, hospitals, nursing homes,
stations,barracks, prisons, etc.), showers in private bathrooms and hotels, showers in sports
halls and dressing rooms, wellness centres, spas, bathing, camping, saunas and steam baths,
indoor and outdoor pools, industrial kitchens, terraces and balconies, garages, driveways to
private homes, food and drink industries, pharmaceutical environments, chemical
environments, wine cellars.



Product name : Floor drain grid URANO series fence
Code : CNLUR4070ST005
Weight : 2 kg
Dimension (LxWxH) : 50 x 72 x 15 cm

DESCRIPTION

ABS floor drain with grid in stainless steel URANO collection modern design. Multifunctional
and basic product; many different grid models available, the covering ones match
harmoniously with the floor hiding completely the grid plastic holder.

 

Available versions: version square (1), version rectangular (2), version waves (3), version
fence (4), version grated (5), version line (7), version oblique (8).

 

FEATURES: MADE IN ITALY, ABS floor drain grids, grid in stainless steel, lenght 700 mm,
total hygiene, not affected by the use of aggressive cleaning products, overall height at floor
level 85 mm, inner slope directing water to the drain, avoiding stagnant smelly, 35 mm water
seal, water volume 42 lt/min, 

removable trap for cleaning and for periodic inspection, adjustable supports to ease the
installation, perimetric waterproof sheet that can be directly glued to tiles, 5 years warranty and
box single packed.

 

APPLICATIONS: Bathrooms in public places (bars, shopping malls, hospitals, nursing homes,
stations,barracks, prisons, etc.), showers in private bathrooms and hotels, showers in sports
halls and dressing rooms, wellness centres, spas, bathing, camping, saunas and steam baths,
indoor and outdoor pools, industrial kitchens, terraces and balconies, garages, driveways to
private homes, food and drink industries, pharmaceutical environments, chemical
environments, wine cellars.



Product name : Floor drain grid URANO series line
Code : CNLUR8070ST005
Weight : 2 kg
Dimension (LxWxH) : 50 x 72 x 15 cm

DESCRIPTION

ABS floor drain with grid in stainless steel URANO collection modern design. Multifunctional
and basic product; many different grid models available, the covering ones match
harmoniously with the floor hiding completely the grid plastic holder.

 

Available versions: version square (1), version rectangular (2), version waves (3), version
fence (4), version grated (5), version line (7), version oblique (8).

 

FEATURES: MADE IN ITALY, ABS floor drain grids, grid in stainless steel, lenght 700 mm,
total hygiene, not affected by the use of aggressive cleaning products, overall height at floor
level 85 mm, inner slope directing water to the drain, avoiding stagnant smelly, 35 mm water
seal, water volume 42 lt/min, 

removable trap for cleaning and for periodic inspection, adjustable supports to ease the
installation, perimetric waterproof sheet that can be directly glued to tiles, 5 years warranty and
box single packed.

 

APPLICATIONS: Bathrooms in public places (bars, shopping malls, hospitals, nursing homes,
stations,barracks, prisons, etc.), showers in private bathrooms and hotels, showers in sports
halls and dressing rooms, wellness centres, spas, bathing, camping, saunas and steam baths,
indoor and outdoor pools, industrial kitchens, terraces and balconies, garages, driveways to
private homes, food and drink industries, pharmaceutical environments, chemical
environments, wine cellars.



Product name : Floor drain grid URANO series oblique
Code : CNLUR7070ST005
Weight : 2 kg
Dimension (LxWxH) : 50 x 72 x 15 cm

DESCRIPTION

ABS floor drain with grid in stainless steel URANO collection modern design. Multifunctional
and basic product; many different grid models available, the covering ones match
harmoniously with the floor hiding completely the grid plastic holder.

 

Available versions: version square (1), version rectangular (2), version waves (3), version
fence (4), version grated (5), version line (7), version oblique (8).

 

FEATURES: MADE IN ITALY, ABS floor drain grids, grid in stainless steel, lenght 700 mm,
total hygiene, not affected by the use of aggressive cleaning products, overall height at floor
level 85 mm, inner slope directing water to the drain, avoiding stagnant smelly, 35 mm water
seal, water volume 42 lt/min, 

removable trap for cleaning and for periodic inspection, adjustable supports to ease the
installation, perimetric waterproof sheet that can be directly glued to tiles, 5 years warranty and
box single packed.

 

APPLICATIONS: Bathrooms in public places (bars, shopping malls, hospitals, nursing homes,
stations,barracks, prisons, etc.), showers in private bathrooms and hotels, showers in sports
halls and dressing rooms, wellness centres, spas, bathing, camping, saunas and steam baths,
indoor and outdoor pools, industrial kitchens, terraces and balconies, garages, driveways to
private homes, food and drink industries, pharmaceutical environments, chemical
environments, wine cellars.
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